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SIMILARITY CONSIDERATIONS FOR PRESSURE PULSATIONS IN THE PIPING OF 
POSITIVE DISPLACEMENT COMPRESSORS 
L.B5swirth,Prof., 
Hohere Technische Bundea- Lehr- und Versuchsanstalt Modling (Federal Technical Collese at Moedling) 
A-2340 Moedling/Auatria 
ABSTRACT 
A simple gas vibration model with excita-tion by pulse gas input is discussed. This leads to a dimensionless variable called "Pipe Mach Number" and dimensionless para-meters for pressure pulsations. Dimension-leas plotting of a great variety of experi -mental results shows uneXpected small scatter. The given frame could be used for classifying experimental data as well as designing purposes. 
INTRODUCTION 
Pressure pulsations in the piping of com-pressors are a very complex phenomenon due to nonlinearity of equations,boundary con-ditions, interaction with valve dynamics and other reasons. Inspite of this comple-xity research engineers have been success-fUl in numerical analysis of pressure pul-sations by the help of powerful computers. The Purdue Conferences are closely connec-ted to this success. 
In former times engineers tackled complex problema often by combined methods using experiments and similarity theory. Fluid flow and heat transfer are good examples of this method. Though we have powerfUl computers today, these methods have not lost their importance for the design engi-neer. It is the intention of this paper to make some steps in this direction haTing in mind the needs of the design engineer. 
In a correct design valve dynamics is not significantly affected by pressure pulsa-tions. If large pulsations affect valve dynamics (incorrect design of comp::&:·essor or incorrect operation) these pulsations have subsequently to be eliminated. Therefore we can regard the problem of pressure pul-sations jn separaumanner. 
To keep the problem within managable pro-portions one can limit the amount of cal-culation to calculation of natural frequen-cies and design pipe diameters by dimen-
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aionlesa numbers as proposed in this paper. 
SIMILARITY CONSIDERATIONS FOR GAS 
PULSATIONS 
We regard the contents of the piping as a one dimensional elastic continuum,behaving linearly concerning elasticity. This elas-tic continuum is excited by periodic gas input at the entrance. We neglect the in-fluence of valves and plenum chamber and consider the gas between the piston and the pipe entrance as incompreasible.According to compression ration (=theor.delivery pressure : auction pressure) the gas input takes different time reap. we have also different gas volume inp¥ts. Appendix 1 shows the input process diagrammatically including a Fourier representation. 
Let us first consider similarity,fig.1.For pulsation pressure-time history we intro-duce the 11relative pressure pulsation'' 0 
0 = p(x,t) - Pm 
Pm ( 1 ) 
p is the mean pipe pressure(see fig.1). Wfthin our simple linear model it is ob-vious that we get similar pressure-time histories only when 
w1·11 ~12 -=-a, a2 (2) 
~.circular frequency of compressor l •• characteristic length of piping 
a •• velocity of sound for mean tempe-
rature in pipe 
Corresponding small volumes incorporated in the pipe system could be transformed to equivalent pipe length.Eq(2) ensures that pressure waves travelling up and down the piping system and being reflected and superposed, have the same conditions in system 1 and 2(fig.1). 
Up to now we have considered only the x-
FIGURE 1 Similarity, no~ation 
direction. The second dimension perpendi-
cular to x concerns areas of piston reap. 
pipe cross section. 
Now we define a "Pipe Mach Number 11 ¥an 
based on piston mean speed c convert~d to 
pipe area by continuity equa~on: 
Here is 
w 
M~ = m,R 
a 
w R = m, c. ~b mAR 
cm=sn/30 piston mean speed, 
a .. stroke, n .. rpm 
AKb •• piston area 
(3) 
(4) 
Aa ••. pipe cross sectional area 
From the basic gas dynamic relation 
we get for the relative pressure pulsation 
(5) 
Using ideal gas relations we get from eq(5) 
with k as ratio of specific heats 
o1 k1M~, 1 
~2 = k2M~,2 
or 
b, b2 
kiM~, 1 ='k2M~, 2 : P 
(6) 
The dimensionless variable P for pressure 
pulsations relates the actual relative 
pressure pulsation 0 to its causing velo-
city pulse expressed by M~. 
For similar function of the exciting velo-
city pulse it is necess§rY to have the 
same compression ratio n .A meaningful 
dimensionless plot of experimental results 
can be expressed by 
P = f(n ,~x.,wi) (7) 
Kuhlmann [1] -according to the author's 
knowledge- was the first who studied simi-
larity in the field of compressor gas pul-
sations, having in mind to use small models 
of large installations. His reasoning is 
somewhat different from that given here 
and more complex. Soedel published a 
specialized study [2] wlllch -in effect-
leads to the same governing varables.The 
paper of Kuhlmann also contains interes-
ting measurements comparing a large com-
pressor installation and a model compres-
sor. Fig.2 is adapted from these results. 
Full lines correspond to the large instal-
lation, dotted linea to the model.Piping 
dimensions are given also in fig.2(model 
dimensions in parentheses). The agreement 
between the large compressor and the model 
is excellent. Discrepancy is obviously due 
to different valve dynamics of the two 
compressors and minor differences in the 
piping.Measurements were taken at resonan-
ce conditions. 
Here we do not intend to propose small 
models of large installations but to use 
similarity considerations for classifying 
experiences gained from existing instal-
lations and to make this knowledge a basis 
for design purposea.The design engineer 
usually is not interested in full details 
of pressure-time history but only in peak 
to peak pressure pulsation amplitude,which 
no~ally is to be found at pipe entrance 
34'6 
plenum o,12m(0,62) 
12, 5dm3(0,6) I pressure 
pick-up 
125mm 





3 swept volume 7,24dm 
(1.33) 1 ,09m~13, 32dm3 J (1,50.~6,61dm) (0,8) 
Pipe length: model smaller by a factor 2.1 
r~,~,AR, s: MaR, 1 "' M~, 2 
FIGURE 2 Similarity of pressure pulsations in two different installations [1] 
and affect valve dynamics if this pressure pulsation level is relatively high. For this condition eq(7) can be reduced to 
pp-p , fCn) (8) 
Table 1 shows measurements done by the author, partially taken from a previous paper T3J • This includes measurements of peak -peak and roots mean square values for pressure pulsations.An electronic voltmeter was used to obtain these values. The RMS-value is considerable flatter(smooth). 
From Table 1 we can see "resonance :peaks" elevating on a basis of a roughly l~near increasing general pulsation-level(~) between the resonance peaka(for details see f3J).The linear increase of general pulsa-~ion level with compressor speed and hence with w is in agreement with the gas dyna-mic refation Llp=ogaw. In the plots in Table 1 it is remarkable that the resonance peaks dissappear gradually whenn is reduced from 7 to 1. This phenomenon will be ~scussed later. 
Now one can proceed further and compare values P)-p Cn ) gained from measurements 
with d~lferent pipe configurationa.Fig.3 shows a diagram where the author collected all experimental results from himself and from literature known to him(aa far as data were given complete enough to calculate Pp-~ 
The author's compressor teBt rig included 2 cylinders, working at 90 phase shift.wR was calculated by using one piston area and the connected pipe cross sectional area. A varity of measurements -here not repro-duced- showed that the pulsation level increased by a fe~tor of about ~ when the second cylinder started working.There-fore a factor Vf:2 reap. Vrfwas applied for evaluating measurements for fig.3 and 4 with 2 reap.3 cylinders/working with phase shift in a line. 
Fig.3 does not take into account pipe con-figuration(natural frequencies).Instead of this the P -values for a fixed compres-p-p 
sian ratio n can cover the fUll range bet-ween pulsation-backgroung to the resonance peaks. Vertical lines represent continuous measurments at varable speed(including peaks and noise). n=1 represents suction line. 
If one separates pulsations-background from peaks, one will find that the P values for pulsation background are P-P in a very narrow band denoted by P' in f1g.4. p-p 
When regarding the resonance peaks, a much greater scatter is found for the corres-ponding Pp -values denoted by P 11 ,fig.4. -p p-p 
Eut one can get a good deal of order into 
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TABLE 1 
Syatematiq measurements of pressure pulsations in a V-type air compressor [3] 
Compressor data: bore/stroke = 85/90mm1 speeds up to 2800 rpm 
Piping: First 3 natural frequencies: 
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FIGURE 3 Pressure pulaations,dimension-
less plot 
this plot, when also taking into account 
pipe Mach number M~: low values M~ cor-
respond to high resonance peaks, hence P" -values. Dotted lines are based on few e£p~rimental results only. 
Using Fourier representation of velocity pulse(Appendix 1), one can regard the gas in the pipe as an oscillating system. In the case of resonance with the k-th harmo-nic of the velocity pulse one can expect an amplitude proportional to the corresponding Fourier coefficient ck. The amplitude will 
also depend on damping. If we concentrate all empirical factors including damping in a ~uantity D we get 
I ~'' = D.c - p-p k 
Evaluation of experimental results show a strong dependency of D from Mao(see App.1). If a cpmpressor runs at a fixea speed and pipe length is such that resonance occurs, we can conclude: bigger pipe diameter 
(smaller M~) gives low damping(::high am-plification of pulse).But at the same time this leads to a smaller excitation level. So the overall effect of a bigger pipe dia-meter may be weak(in the case of resonance). 
It should be further noted that the ampli-fication of pressure pulsations is much higher with higher compression ration. This is clearly due to less mean ~alocity at higher /1 .From Fourier aeries(coeffici-ents c ,App.1) arises that actual mean gas veloci£y for a fixed compressor speed is · 
as follows: 
n 1 3 7 
wmean 10c¥ 44% 22% 
WR 100% 100% 100% 
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10r-~~,-~--~--~--~---
a~~'· _j ___ ~--r--~~ "" )Ma,._ = 1 o.oz. 
4 5 
FIGL~ 4 Pp-p-va1ues for design purposes 
This effect obviously is not represented by the quantity w • Our reasoning also agrees with the ~ct that the curve for n =1 in Table 1 has a lot of resonance peaks. These peaks disappear in the curve for 0=1. 
Looking at figs.3 and 4 -representing pulsatj.on effects of a great vari ty of in-stallations- one is surprised at the good correlation. This contrasts with the crudeness of the theory underlying the plot.- One has to consider that it is 
quite a different thing e.g. to start with basic equations, to use a mathematical model and to compare computation with ex-perimental result~ on one hand- or if you compare results obtained from one instal-lation with results from another installa-tion and make use of dimensionless varia-bles only. If one has neglected ewg. 
plenum chamber volume, heat transfer etc. in mathematical model, this would conside-rably aff~ct the agreement with experimen-tal results. If we didnot account for these effects in our comparision of results of 2 installations(due to the crudeness of our dimensionless v~ables) we in fact get only differences,if these effects are not completely corresponding(give scatter). This may be an important reason for the amazing small scatter of the results plot~ ted in figs.3 and 4. This justifies their use for design ~urposes and for classify-ing experimental results. Fig.S gives an idea of the data flow in the different kinds of design processes as mentioned 
above. 
DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 
The author published a paper at the 3rd 
Purdue Conference[~ dealing with the 
















to be designed 




FIGURE 5 Data flow in design process 
A somewhat different notation was used(see 
Appendix 2). This method of calculating 
pipe diameters can still be used but with 
the completed and improved empirical data 
as given in fig.4. The required pipe cross 
sectional area AR calculates as follows 
Pp,-p = ~ (fig.4) .....-
1 "a= AnkPP-P~~max I 
Now 1·et us make a further step. 
For a correct operation of valves, the 
mean pressure difference ~P across valve 
(due to flow losses) should be in propor-
tion to the pulsation level caused by the 
piping. Normally pulsations penetrate into 
the cylinder and superimpose to pressures 
resulting from flow losses thus leaving~p 
roughly unaffected. But during the opening 
and closing process valve areas are small 
and pulsations may affect valve dynamics 
considerably. This depends on details of 
pressure-time history. The design engineer 
cannot rely his decisions on such details 
of pressure pulaes1 which may change its 
shape at aligthly different line tempera-
tures. So it is recommended to limit the 
pulsation level in proportion to mean 
pressure losses in the valve. 
Let us consider a device which operates 
correctly at a given co~pressor speed. If 
we slow down the speed, the pulsation 
level decreases linearly(compare also 
Table 1; resonances are excluded). But the 
yressure differences across valve decrease 
under normal conditions) with the square 
of the speed,fig.6. Therefore there is 
always a low speed threshold for correct 
operation of a device. This problem is 
accentuated further by incorrect spring 
stiffness for low speed(thia is not dis-
cussed here). 
To get a quantitative measure for opera-
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FIGURE 6 Valve operation regimes 
~P pressure di~ference across 
valve due to losses 
2/l Pma.x peak-peak pressure pul-
sation in plenum 
For practical use we must tie these quan-tities to design parameters and basic theory. Therefore we calculate ~P with mean piston speed em and flow area of valve Afl" For 2~Pmax we use the empirical 
material previously given: 
1 2 1 2 I 6.p o; 2"w "" ~cm(AKb Afl)2 
= p • 0 m p-p 
From this follows 
D.p 0.5f c!(AKb/Afl)2 
2LlPma.x Pio.Pp-pk(cm/a)Ax:b/AR 
a~c:ui.lxb~ 
- 2p p ·kA2 m. p-p fl 
If we use ideal gas relations(a2=kRT; 
~~Pm/RT) this formula simplifies to the 
aocalled "valve operation number" VON: 
1 °m AKbAR 
VON= ~--a-· A~l (9) 
VON forma a dimensionless group of the im-portant areas and velocities,fig.7. When evaluating experimental results one has to calculate P = d /kM~ from measure-ments. p-p p-p rt 
For design purposes one can use PP-P from 
fig.4 when resonances can be excluded.From this we can see that incorrect valve ope-ration(apart from incorrect designed springs) may occur if 
- c (piston mean velocity) is to low m 
_ pipe area AR is to small (high pulsa-
tion level) 
-flow area is to big(A~1 !) 
--P is excessively high(reaonances) r ·p 
Asp in most cases is P' n~2 or can be p-p p-ofl: brought to this value by subsequent instal-lation of damping elements, one can· omit 
the first term in eq(10) and form a so called "compressor area number" CAN for desj.gn purpoeses: 
CAN = 5!!. ( 10) 
a 
Appendix 2 gives a summary on all dimension-less parameters used. 
All these formulas show the great importan-ce of the pipe area for correct operation. 
FIGURE 7 Compressor area number 
The given dimensionless numbers can be used to classify experimental results from exis-ting installations as·. well as for design purposes. 
CONCLUSIONS 
ePreaaure pulsation level can be calcu-lated with acceptable acuracy using similarity and previous experience 
eA dimensionless group of design quanti-ties can be formed which allows to esti-mate correct valve operation 
eReasoning with crude models as given has the great advantage to give the designer a"feel" for the effect of system para-meters. 
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APPENDIX 1 








= 0 for <f',..O to ( 2 JT -o<.) 
n o<., For: isentropic 
1 180 compression; k=1.4; 
2 93 "=0.25; 
..-- .... 3 75 clearance volume: 





w(!p) "' -Ax:b/ARrw (sintp + ~ain2 f) for l.f=2JT-o( to 2Jf 
w(cp) = co + f cksin(Klf+ tp1) 
n co c, ~0 c2 Cf; c3 1{'3" c4 Cf''fo c5 tf~ 06 c.e: 
07 Cf? 
1 0,32 0,46 175 g,22 253 o,o4 222 g,o~ ~~8 8:85 
223 0,02 270 o,oo 0 
2 0,19 0,35 148 '27 207 0,1 270 ,o 115 0,06 
210 0,05 289 
3 0,14 0,26 138 0,22 187 o, 16 244 0,11 299 0,05 5 0
,05 110 0,05 179 
4 0,11 0,22 133 Q, 19 174 o, 14 225 0,11 275 0,07 319 0,04 
40 0,04 122 
5 0,09 0,18 130 0,16 165 0,13 209 o, 10 260 0,09 301 0,
05 345 0,03 79 
6 0,08 0,16 127 o, 14 157 0,12 196 0,09 245 0,08 288 0,06 321 
0,03 16 
7 0,07 o, 14 125 Q, 13 153 0,12 189 0,08 233 0,08 279 
0,07 311 0,04 345 
Dimensionless resonance pressure amplitude P" - - p-p 
calculated with an empir1oal factor D 
D=f(MaR) •.• see diagram 
ck •.• Fourier coefficient,see Table 
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APPENDIX 2 
Dimensionless parameters for pressure pulsations and valve operation 
Pressure Pulsations: 
p(t)-pm r( 0 ::: ----=:: 0 t) 
Pm relative pressure pulsation(at fixed position of pipe) 
& peak-peak value of ~(t) p-p 
b(t) (p-pm)/pm ( P ::: ~ ::: - P t) dimensionless pressure pulsation-time hist. ~ k(cm/a)(AKb/~) -
0 
PP-P = p-p peak-peak value of P(t) 
kM~ 
Pp-p peak-peak value of pulsation background (pp-p~2, see fig.4) 
Pp-p peak-peak value for resonance peaks(Pp-p..:::::::: 4, see fig.4) 
PRMS roots mean square value of P(t)i PRMS~ JPp-p' see Table 1) 
Notation in previous papers of the author [3,4,~ 
I n these papers quantities C',C",y were used instead of P' P" · d · P-P' p-p' p-p" 
P I = ~· P" = ~C 11 ~ - D = c P-P 2 p-p .::: OP-P- y 
In [4] there is a mistake in eq(5),(6),(7): instead of 2/X there should stand Jf/2! 
Valve Operation: 
__ . _ .. Valve operation number 
In German speaking countries a pressure loss coefficient f is used instead of flow area Afl" f is defined as 
f =A_p/(o.5j>w;i); w61 . ..velocity in seat port area As 
with these quantities we get: 
~------------------------~ 
CAN 
- - - - .. Compressor area number 
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A.Kb ___ piston area 
AR _ .. pipe area 
Afl- _ . valve flow area 
A
8
i ... valve seat area 
cm_piston mean 
velocity 
a ... calculated vel 
of sound for 
mean gas tem-
peratur in 
pipe 
